The North Carolina Constitution boldly declares, “All political power is vested and derived from the people; all government . . . is instituted solely for the good of the whole” (Article I, Section 2). We must not become a state where power is derived from wealth and government serves only the good of the privileged.

Democracy North Carolina is working hard to empower more people as voters and decision-makers, especially those who have been historically shut out. Unfortunately, too many NC political leaders are again preaching a gospel of greed and exclusion, focused on “what’s in it for me” rather than the “good of the whole.” Their elitist vision violates our constitution, yet it’s behind a wave of new laws that help the few and harm the many.

Throughout 2013, Democracy North Carolina joined our allies in challenging these attacks on the public good, while also building multiracial coalitions across the state that educate, engage and empower.

Thanks to your great support and active involvement, together we:

- Organized hundreds of people to attend and speak at public hearings against the voting restrictions bill.
- Provided expert testimony, data analysis and factsheets about the “Monster Law” for the media, public and attorneys challenging the law.
- Played an integral part with the NAACP in the Moral Monday/Forward Together Movement, with speakers at over two dozens rallies, plus media, research, and mobilization support.
- Distributed 425,000 report cards evaluating key votes by NC legislators to educate people in all 100 counties about the actions of state lawmakers.
- Held 27 workshops from August to December to brief over 600 people about the new voting law and direct their anger into local activities.
- Helped defeat bills in the General Assembly to make it very difficult for students to vote in their college towns and for people completing a felony sentence to regain their right to vote.
- Co-led a protracted yet successful grassroots campaign to increase the powers of the Citizens Review Board in Charlotte to handle complaints of improper conduct by the city’s police.
- Documented how Art Pope uses earnings from his stores to finance politicians and advocacy that harms the poor people who are his customers; then helped organize informational pickets at his Roses and Maxway stores.
- Held the 14th Democracy Summer program that teaches college students grassroots organizing skills and fosters a lifelong commitment for justice.
- Analyzed Duke Energy’s donations for groups fighting its coal ash and helped train citizens opposing its rate increase.
- Exposed donations of a gambling network to state politicians, triggering an investigation; also filed complaints about unethical conduct that led to a resignation of a top appointed official.
- Pushed DMV and election officials to adopt better rules for getting a free ID and created citizen ‘how to’ guides.
- Began an expansion plan, adding a training director, researcher, volunteer manager, and field support staff.
- Documented how Art Pope uses earnings from his stores to finance politicians and advocacy that harms the poor people who are his customers; then helped organize informational pickets at his Roses and Maxway stores.
- Held the 14th Democracy Summer program that teaches college students grassroots organizing skills and fosters a lifelong commitment for justice.
- Analyzed Duke Energy’s donations for groups fighting its coal ash and helped train citizens opposing its rate increase.
- Exposed donations of a gambling network to state politicians, triggering an investigation; also filed complaints about unethical conduct that led to a resignation of a top appointed official.
- Pushed DMV and election officials to adopt better rules for getting a free ID and created citizen ‘how to’ guides.
- Began an expansion plan, adding a training director, researcher, volunteer manager, and field support staff.
- Ended 2013 by launching Operation Jumpstart the Vote, a statewide effort to offset voter suppression with 1,000 local projects to help citizens register, get IDs, and know the new voting law.
Thanks for your great support in 2013!
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Income & Expenses for 2013 = $1,137,000

Income by Source
Individuals & Donor Advised Funds: $303,714
Foundations, Nonprofits: $802,700
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General Organizing: $563,097
Democracy Summer, Leadership Training: $242,777
Research: $151,345
Administration: $105,543
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Yes, I’ll be an Advocate...

for Democracy North Carolina’s research, organizing, training & advocacy.

☐ Here’s my tax-deductible donation (payable to Democracy North Carolina).
   o $50  o $100  o $250  o $500  o $1,000  o Other $________

☐ Please sign me up to receive occasional email Action Alerts for election reform.

☐ Just send me electronic versions of the newsletter to save postage and paper.

Name: ____________________________________________________________

Email: ___________________________________________ Phone:_____________

Address: _______________________________________________________________________

City: ________________________________ State: ______ Zip: ______________

Credit Card:   O Visa  O Mastercard - this is for a ☐ one-time donation  ☐ monthly, recurring donation

Card #: ___________________________________________ Exp. ___________

Mail to Democracy NC, 1821 Green St., Durham, NC 27705

Or contribute online at www.democracy-nc.org